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P REFACE

At a statewide invitational conference on research priorities
in vocational-technical education, participants idernified curric-
ulum development as one of the areas in critical need of research
and development in the State of Tennessee. As a result of that
conference, a second invitational conference was called to for-
mulate plans to help move toward meeting the curriculum devel-
opment needs in the State of Tennessee.

Over fifty educational leaders representing academic and
vocational-technical interests met to join hands and make inputs
on how to approach our curriculum development problems. This
report is a brief summary of that conference.

Vocational-technical educators are truly indebted to all those
individuals who took time from their busy schedules to participate
in the conference. Special thanks are due to Mr. Thomas Kirk-
patrick, Graduate Research Assistant, who was primarily respon-
sible for organizing and conducting the conference, Mr. James
Patton and Miss Lucy Robinson for their efforts in compiling this
report, Mrs. Dolores Wilder, Information Spedalist at the RCU,
for overseeing the production and dissemination of this report,
and the clerical and supporting staff for the actual typing and
production of the report.

Lynn G. Bevins, Director
Vocational Curriculum Laboratory

Garry R. Bice, Director
Research Coordinating Unit
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CONFERENCE REPORT

STATEWIDE INVITATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Curriculum development was identified as the area of imme-

diate attention among a list of research priorities in vocational-
technical education in Tennessee. The Research Coordinating

Unit and the State Vocational Curriculum Laboratory were desig-

nated for planning and implementing a Statewide Invitational
Conference on Curriculum Development. The purposes of this
conference were to:

Identify specific curriculum needs in vocational-

technical education.

. Identity various techniques utilized in curriculum
development.

Suggest curriculum priorities among immediate and

tong-range needs.

Suggest coordinated projected plans to attain recom-
mended curriculum goals.

Selected vocational-technical personnel were contacted and
requested to nominate individuals within the state to participate

in the curriculum development conference. The group of voca-

tional-technical -ders selected to make the nominations includ-
ed the following:

Mr. Charlie Dunn
Dr. Nell P. Logan
Mt. Lynn G. Bevins
Dr. Carroll B. Coakley

Mr. Charlie B. Hale
Mr. L. L. Hyke
Mr. Guy E. Phipps
Mr. W. A. McGinnis



In addition to nominating participants, the committee was
requested to review the tentative program and make suggestions
for improvement in terms of organization, content, and possible
speakers (see Appendix A). It was tentatively planned to invite
approximately 45 persons to the conference.

The nominating ballot suggested that a specific number of
participants from the following vocational-technical areas should
be nominated:

Local Directors of Vocational Education
Representatives of Technical Institutes
Representatives of Area Schools
Representatives of Community Colleges
Teacher Educators
Supervisors
High School Principals
School Superintendents
Guidance Personnel
Representatives of the State Department

of Education (Division of Instruction)
State Advisory Council for Vocational Education

When the nominating ballots were returned to the Research
Coordinating Unit, a list of nominees was recorded and they were
contacted to determine whether they would attend the conference.
A final list of participants appears in Appendix B.

THE CONFERENCE

Henry Horton State Park, Chapel Hill, was the site of the con-
ference on March 1-3, 1971. Approximately fifty participants
representing most of the service areas in vocational-technical
education attended the opening session presided over jointly
by Dr. Garry R. Bice, Director of the Tennessee Research Coor-
dinating Unit, and Mr. Lynn Bevins, Director, Vocational Curric-
ulum Laboratory, Murfreesboro. Following an explanation of the
purposes and objectives of the conference, the first keynote
speech as presented by Dr. Herbert Bruce, Director, Instructional
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Materials Laboratory, University of Kentucky, Lexington (see
Appendix C).

Dr. Bruce defined curriculum as "the sum total of the learning
experiences for which the school has responsibility." He indi-
cated that the definition should be considered in terms of the
educational needs and experiences of students.

Singling out some of the danger signals in our society that
point to the need for curriculum change - unemployment, lack of
skills among the unemployed, failure of the schools to provide
desired vocational and technical education - Dr. Bruce outlined
eight steps in curriculum development that should bring about
desired changes. A series of transparencies was utilized in
presenting the following eight steps:

1. Identify occupations or curriculum element.

2. Develop and validate occupational analysis.

3. Develop objectives.

4. Write and arrange in sequence the major objectives.

5. Develop alternative activities to accomplish minor objec-
tives.

6. Schedule activities. Once the overall objective is estab-
lished, break it down into smaller parts--and when parts
have been examined, major goals or objectives have been
accomplished.

7. Coordinate with other curriculum elements. Determine
what is offered in other areas of the educational system.
How do these areas help in vocational education?

8. Identify, select, and use appropriate media, materials
and facilities.

Summarizing, Dr. Bruce stated that "with educators represent-
ing different segments of vocational education working together

3



to plan curricula and curricular materials to meet the needs of
students, the result, hopefully will be a better plan for vocational

education than we now have. The plan should provide for joint
decisions by teachers and students in selecting, arranging, and

sequencing those experiences that result in learning and the
translating of these into behaviorally stated performance goals."

Small Gmup Discussions

The conference participants were assigned to small groups for

the purpose of discussing the curriculum needs for vocational-
technical education in Tennessee as they related to the keynote

address. Reports of the groups were combined because they

discussed and summarized similarly.

It was recommended that a curriculum coordinating unit be
organized and located at Murfreesboro since it is a central loca-
tion and the capital outlay would be less because of existing
facilities. The purpose of the unit will be the developing and
disseminating of curriculum materials. A further recommendation
was that the unit should be staffed with qualified peisonnel in
all the service areas.

From these small group discussions came a unanimous recom-
mendation that the State take steps to establish and fund a cur-
riculum coordinating unit, the functions of which would be:

1. To draw together all units and/or agencies now in-
volved in curriculum development, evaluation, and
research.

2. To employ the necessary personnel in all service

areas; and evaluate existing materials.

3. To disseminate available materials.

Presentations

Following a break for dinner, the participants assembled once
more for Iwo presentations. Dr. Herbert Bruce, Director, Instruc-



tional Materials Laboratory, spoke of three things involved in the
Kentucky plan for establishing a curriculum coordinating unit:

1. Determination of programs. This involves utilization of
key leaders in the region in which the program is being planned.
Training programs need to be implemented to train people for
vocational work if none is available in the planning region.
There then needs to be a survey of student interests. Also sur-
vey the community and surrounding areas to have them identify
areas of need and interest. All of this information is collected
and then given to a committee which devises programs needed
and alternatives. Perhaps included here should be two other
important and determining factors: those being facilities (Are
the available facilities suitable to support the programs which
are needed?), and personnel (Are competent personnel avail-
able?).

2. Development of curriculum. The curriculum planning
should include things that you can see a student needs in order
to come out with the competencies required to fill the positions
that are available in the world of work. The time of the program
and what is needed are important coordination factors. People
who should be involved in curriculum planning are teachers,
regional superintendents, coordinators, state directors, program
planning development and implementation groups, and instruc-
tional materia Is specia lists.

3. Determination of instructional materials needed. People
who are to implement the programs need to be involved. Materi-
als from all over the state need to be collected and made avail-
able for dissemination anywhere in the state. Also the state
RCU holds workshops in areas of need so that the expertise of
all regions can come to bear on a problem. In Kentucky, an
instructional materials lab is maintained and it is a cooperative
effort involving all people in the Kentucky Vocational Education
Program. It operates as a central storage and dissemination
center.

Speaking last, Lucy C. Robinson, Research Assistant, Tennes-
see RCU, and on leave from the Florida Department of Education,
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discussed "The Development of a Statewide Curriculum in Office
Occupations," (see Appendix D) stating"curriculum development
based on employment needs is the essence of effective payroll
education for the youth and adults in today's 'real world'."
Describing some of the problems related to curriculum develop-
ment, Miss Robinson indicated that many of our problems appear
to be more in the nature of variety, scope, and sequence. As
orientation and informational programs are developed at the

elementary and junior high levels, the need for articulation
between levels and all instructional areas will increase, and as
articulation between levels takes place, it will reflect the type
and structure of programs needed for the prevocational, second-
ary, post-secondary, and adult levels.

A second problem is the need to get away from training for
single job titles. There is a need to develop instructional pro-
grams for occupations which fall within clustersin the sense
that the skills and knowledges required in one occupation relate
in some way to the competencies required in another occupation
within the same cluster. Occupational groups ofjob titles should
be identified with the data gathered in occupational studies.

A third problem is the necessity of establishing hierarchial
patterns which will enable students to move from low to high
levels of difficulty within a sequence of courses leading to an
occupational choice, or between clusters of occupational titles.
Students should be given the assurance that they may move to
the next highest level of difficulty, in an occupational sequence
of their choosing, without having to start overwhether they
remain in one sequence, change job choice, or change to another
institution.

In summary, Miss Robinson stated that "instructional pro-
grams based upon the recognition and acceptance of common
elements within a family or cluster of occupations should lead
not only to increased efficiency in the total instructional enter-
prise, in terms of maximum utilization of expensive facilities
and instructor personnel, but should provide for each worker a
pattern of flexibility that should enable him to make adjustments
to the rapidly changing occupational requirements. Hopefully,
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instructional programs developed both qualitatively and quanti-
tatively within the context of a sequentiaHy ordered curriculum

wi II. enable vocational educators to reach out to meet and serve

the needs and abilities of people, all people, throughout their

total life span. This is what curriculum development is all

about!"

The second day of the conference featured a presentation by

Dr. James E. Wall, Assistant Dean for Research and Development,

Mississippi State University. He described the mission of the

Curriculum Coordinating Unit for Vocational-Technical Education

in Mississippi as being the diffusion of better vocational infor-

mation; building better vocational programs; developing and

disseminating curriculum plans and instructional materials.

Dr. Wall indicated that in making the selection of teachers,
administrators, and others to work on curriculum development,

they are more concerned with individual expertise than degrees

or credit hours.

From Dr. Wall's description, the CCU in Mississippi is basi-
cally designed the same as the RCU in Tennessee (see Appendix

E). It has service, research, and teaching responsibilities which

are met through performance of the following major functions:

1. To establish and coordinate a leadership structure for

determining priorities in curriculum development.

2. To provide innovative leadership for inventing solu-
tions to curricu lum problems.

3. To design, order, and systematize component parts of

curriculum programs.

4. To provide leadership for diffusion, dissemination,

and demonstration of curriculum programs.

5. To provide leadership for evaluation of curriculum

programs.

7



6. To provide communication and 'feedback' structure
between local school curriculum practitioners and
curriculum developers in the CCU.

7. To maintain intensive interaction with the research

and development activities of the Research Coordi-

nating Unit.

The CCU also has other teaching responsibilities inasmuch as

most of its staff members have professional teaching positions
in the departments of their respective specialities.

Dr. Wall outlined two options to consider in establishing a

CCU each describing organization, functions, staffing and roles,

supportive staff and roles, ancillary services, priority deter-

mination, and evaluative criteria.

Summarizing, Dr. Wall stated "in the final analysis curric-
ulum development and instructional materials development must,

of necessity, be a personalized, people programmed type of

thing. It would follow then, that a Curriculum Coordinating Unit

must also be the sameindividualized, flexible, functionalin
order to best meet the needs of the people it serves."

NOTE: Dr. Wall distributed handouts of schematics de-
picting the articulation of vocational-technical
education by service areas in Mississippi. A set
of these is on file at the Tennessee Research Coor-
dinating Unit.

Mr. Lynn Bevins, Director, Vocational Curriculum Laboratory,
Murfreesboro, spoke last on "A Suggested Curriculum Develop-
ment Approach for Tennessee." In a transparency presentation
(see Appendix F), Mr. Bevins discussed factors to be involved

in curriculum development: type of program, total school offer-
ings, available teachers, performance goals, materials needed,

and steps in the 3-D processdevelopment, diffusion, dissemina-

tion. He indicated that the evaluation process should be con-

ti nued.



The third and final day of the conference was devoted to small

group discussions and report-out general sessions at which time
the groups were to identify curriculum priorities for Tennessee
and suggest ways to accomplish these research needs for cur-

riculum development.

Priorities listed were:

1. To establish performance criteria by job title in all
service areas.

2. To establish a total career development program for

vocational-technical education in Tennessee.

3. To plan the related studies supporting all instructional
programs in vocational-technical education.

4. To anew, restructure, and evaluate the trade and indus-

trial education training program.

5. To define the role of participants in the curriculum

development process.

6. To develop a curriculum by service area which lends

itself to a system of flexible scheduling.

Last, to set the wheels in motion toward establishing a Cur-

riculum Coordinating Unit in Tennessee, as recommended, the

following volunteered to write the necessary proposal:

Mr. Lynn Bevins
Mr. Halton C harl ton
Mr. G. G. Eichholz

Mr. James Marsh
Representa ti ves from the State
Advisory Council (to be selected)

SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE

With this action taken, the fourth and final purpose for holding

the first Statewide Invitational Conference on Curriculum Devel-

9
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opment was accomplished. Having identified specific curriculum
needs and listened to various techniques utilized in curriculum
development, the participants suggested priorities among imme-
diate and long-range needs, and recommended a procedure for
attaining these goals establishing a Curriculum Coordination
Unit for Tennessee.

10
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

KNOXVILLE. TENN ESSEE 37916

TENNESSEE RIDEARCH
COORDINATING UNIT FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

909 UOUNTE AAAAA
EIS.1174133311

January 30, 1971

To: Selected Vocational-Technical Leaders
From: G. R. Bice
Subject: Statewide Invitational Conference on Curriculum Development

A Statewide Invitational Conference to determine curriculum development in Vocationalechnical Education
for the State of Tennessee, is being planned by the RCU. The Conference is tentatively scheduled for March 1-3,
1971, al Henry Horton State Park, Chapel Hill, Tennessee. Some of the purposes of the conference are to:

1. Identify state curriculum needs in Vocational.Technical Education.

2. Suggest priorities, delineating immediate and long-range needs.

3. Suggest coordinated program plans to attain projected curriculum goals.

Approximately 45 persons will be invited to participate in the conference. As a leader in Vocational-Technical
Education in Tennessee, your assistance is needed to help provide the necessary inputs for a successful con-
ference. Would you -

1. Review the tentative program (enclosed) and make suggestions for improving same, in terms of organiza-
tion, content, and possible speakers.

2. Nominate people to attend the conference.

3. Return the ballot and program suggestions to the RCU by February 9. (Enclosed, self-addressed stamped
envelope)

Your assistance with this matter will be greatly appreciated.

Distribution: Mr. Charlie M. Dunn
Dr. Nell P. Logan
Mr. Lynn G. Beyins
Dr. Carroll B. Coakley

Mr. Charlie B. Hale
Mr. L. L. Hyke
Mr. Guy E. Phipps
Mr. W. A. McGinnis

A UNIT SPONSORED COOPERATNILY WITH THE IVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Suggested No.
of People Needed

4

NOMINATING BALLOT

Representing Suggested

this group Names

Local Directors of Voc.
Education

1

2

3

4

3 Representatives of 1

Technical Institutes
2

3

4 Representat:ves of 1

Area Schools
2

3

4

3 Representatives of 1

Community Colleges.
2.

3

5 Teacher Education 1

2.

3

4

5

5 Supervisors 1.

2

3.

4

5
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4 High School Principals 1

2

3

4

3 School Superintendents 1

2

3

4 Guidance Personnel 1

2

3

4

2 Rep., Dept. of Educ., 1

Div. o Instruction
2

1 State Adv. Council 1

(or Voc. Education

(1) Other



Monday
March 1, 1971

Statewide Invitational Conference on Curriculum Development

(TENTATIVE PROGRAM)

1:06 - 2O0 p.m. Welcome, Introductions, Purposed Conference, etc.

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Keynote Address
(1) Articulate curriculum development from elementary

school through community college level
(2) Need for coordinated approach
(3) Approaches to curriculum development
(4) Importance of Priorities
(5) Importance of Continuous Evaluation of Current and

Future Programs
(6) Other

Suggested Speakers

YOUR HELP ! I ! Others

YOUR HELP I I !

YOUR HELP !

TuesdaY

March 2, 1971

Wednesday
March 3, 1971

3:00 - 3:15 p.m. Change to small groups
3:15 - 3:30 p.m. Break
3:30 - 5,00 p.m. Small Group Sessions (3 or 4 groups)

Discuss Keynote Speech
Identify need for changes in current curriculums
Identify new area curriculum needs

700 - 9:00 p.m. (Optional Session)
Techniques Utilized in Curriculum Development

Speaker

Techniques Utilized in Curriculum Evaluation

Speaker

Other Topics

8:30 - 1200 p.m. Small Group Meetings

Each group will develop curriculum needs with priorities
suggested

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. Large group session
Consolidate and identify curriculum objectives

1:00 - 3A0 p.m. Establish priorities
(can't) 02velop techniques to accomplish objectives

3:00 - 5:00 p.m. Small Group Sessions

8:00 - 12A0 p.m. Small Group Sessions
Each group will refine suggested curricula for identified
areas and discuss possible agencies capable of developing
and/or constructing curricula.

1:00 - 300 p.m. Large Group Session
Development of finalized plan of attack

300 p.m. Adjourn
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GROUP A

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Mr. Herbert Clement
Curriculum Specialist
Knox County Schools
System No. 47-920
Hill Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. Leo Cooper
Principal
West High School
3326 Sutherland Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

Mr. Roy Crabtree
Local Voc. Education Director
Polk County Schools
Benton, Tennessee 37307

Mr. Eldie L. Dickey
Curriculums Specialist
Athens Area School
P. 0. Box 148
Highway 11 By-Pass
Athens, Tennessee 37303

Mr. James G. Douglas
Principal
Ripley High School
Ripley, Tennessee 38063

Dr. Howard I. Downer
Assistant Professor
Agriculture Education
University of Tennessee -

Martin
Martin, Tennessee 38237

2c/23
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Dr. E. B. Eller
President
Dyersburg State Community

College
Dyersburg, Tennessee 38024

Mr. Norman L. Elrod
Supervisor of Student Services
McMinnville Area School
Highway 70 South
McMinnville, Tennessee 37110

Mr.Harold C. Gregory
Director,

Curriculum and Instructional
Services AVTS

Room 214
Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Mr. T. J . Hendrickson
Middle Regional Coordinator

Voc.-Tech. Education
207 Main Street (East)
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130

Mr. Roy J ones
Coordinator Edu. Div. of

Instruction
141 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Dr. Clarence Maze
Professor, Business Education
111 Henson Hall
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee

24
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G ROUP B

Mr. W. A. McGinnis
Director of Vocational

Education
Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Mr. Ralph Pennington
Supervisor
Kirkman Technical High School
215 Chestnut Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee

Mr. James Pierce
Superintendent
Tri-Cities Area School
P. 0. Box 246
Blountville, Tennessee 37617

Mr. Edward Weld
Director
Nashville State Technical

Institute
120 White Bridge Road
Nashville, Tennessee

Dr. Edward E. Williams
Superintendent
Roane County Schools
Kingston, Tennessee 37763

Mr. Jack Carr
Specialist

Vocational Education
Chattanooga City Schools
Chattanooga, Tennessee

25
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Mr. Halton Charlton
Curriculum Specialist
McKenzie Area School
Highway 22 North
McKenzie, Tennessee

Dr. Carroll Coakley
Associate Professor and Head
Distributive Education
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

Mr. H. C. Colvett
West Regional Coordinator for

Voc.-Tech. Education
1408 Highland Avenue
Jackson, Tennessee

Mr. G. G. Eichholz
Director, Memphis Area School
620 Mosby Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

Mr. Waymon L. Gross
Curriculum Specialist
Nashville Area School
100 White Bridge Road
Nashville, Tennessee

Mr. J. P. Hall
Coordinator, Program Planning

and Evaluation
Room 208
Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee
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Mr. Charlie Hale
Curriculum Specialist
Knoxville AVTS
1100 Liberty Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

Mr. George Hunter
Supervisor Curriculum
Room 123C
CordeH Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee

Mr. Robert L. Ivy
Supervisor, AVTS
Room 214
Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Mr. Marvin D. KeHy
Director, Technology Education
Columbia State Community

College
P. 0. Box 670
Columbia, Tennessee

Mr. Raymond H. Nun ley
Local Director
Rutherford County Schools
Memorial Blvd.
Murfreesboro, Tennessee

Dr. Marshall Perritt
Assistant Superintendent
Shelby County Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

27
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GROUP C

Dr. Terry Powell
T & I Education
University of Tennessee -

Nashville Center
Nashville, Tennessee

Mr. Terry J. Puckett
Dean of Instruction
State Technical Institute at

Memphis
Memphis, Tennessee

Dr. Max Vann
Director
Montgomery County Schools
Clarksville, Tennessee

Mr. J. E. Binns, Jr.
Director, Vocational Education
Davidson County Schools
2601 Bransford Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37204

Mr. Thomas M. Black
Guidance Specialist
Coordinating Service
Chattanooga City Schools
1161 West 40th Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee

Mr. William H. Coley
Supervisor
Agriculture Occupations
Program Planning
Room 210
Cordell Hull Building
Nashvi Ile, Tennessee 37219
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Mr. Charles Edward
Local Director
Greenevi Ile City Schools
System No. 30-811
G reenevi I le, Tennessee 37743

Mr. James E. Gillenwater
Curriculum Specialist
Memphis Area School
620 Mosby Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38105

Mr. A. D. Hancock
Principal
Hume-Fogg Vocational and

Technical School
700 Broadway
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Mr. Gilbert Harrison
Regional Supervisor
Office Occupations
1408 Highland Avenue
Jackson, Tennessee

Mr. Larry Hyke
East Regional Coordinator
2111 Terrace Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee

Mr. Gerald L. LeBorde
Instructor, Ind. Edu. Bldg.
9709 Y-12 Plant
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee



Miss Eloise B. Matthews
Supervisor Health Occupations
Room 207

Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Mr. Joe M. Pentecost
Marketing and Distribution
J ackson Sta te Community

College
Box 2467, Highway 70 East
Jackson, Tennessee 38301

Mr. T. R. Petty
Supervisor
Distributive Occupations
Program Planning and

Evaluation
205 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee

Professor Margaret Putnam
Home Economics Education
Middle Tennessee State

University
Murfreesboro, Tennessee

Mr. Thomas Smith
Curriculum Specialist
McMinnville Area School
Highway 70 South
McMinnville, Tennessee

Mr. Enloe B. Speck
Superintendent
Livingston Area School
Livingston, Tennessee
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TECHNIQUES IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

What I was asked to do tonight was to talk about techniques
in curriculum development. What I plan to do is to discuss Ihe
techniques and procedures we use in Kentucky and some of them
will probably be appropriate for you.

The three things that I want to discuss is to talk about how
we determine programs. Secondly, how we develop curricula for
those programs. And third, how we develop materials to go with
the curriculum that is developed for a vocational program.

I think I will use an example that I can explain fairly easily.
If a new area vocational school is built in Kentucky in an area
where there is no school, there would be, of course, no program,
no building, no personnel, etc. There are certain things which
would be done. To begin with, I want to show you how our state
is divided from the standpoint of vocational education.

We are divided into fifteen vocdtional regions. We have thir-
teen area vocational schools in fifteen regions. These thirteen
area vocational schools serve as a home base or a planning base
for the total area, regardless of whether the programs are in a
vocational school or in a high school. Eventually there will be
at least one extension center in every two counties. We have
120 counties in the state, so there will be an area vocational
school or extension centers in every other county in the state.

There are certain key leaders who ought to be involved in
curriculum planning and development. They are: the state direc-
tor, materials specialist, teacher educators, and vocational
teachers. These aren't the only people who should be involved
in curriculum planning or in material development but these, in
my opinion, are the key leaders who will make a contribution.
The leadership should come from these people and from that
point other people will be involved.

The next thing to be done in a state is to decide the status of
the leaders who are available for curriculum development. If



leaders are not av2ilable, they should be trained or secured.
Training professional personnel is important. This summer we

sponsored a leadership development institute. Three people from

your state attended that conference. As a result of the confer-
ence, they developed a plan for leadership development.

In order to come out with a finished product in vocational
education, professional personnel in curriculum development

and materials development must be available. If leadership is
not exerted in the two areas listed, then do not expect strong
vocational programs to exist.

Really, I think what I have to say tonight is around the fol-
lowing ideas. How do we develop programs? How do we develop

curriculum and finally, how do we develop materials to support
a program in vocational education? In Kentucky we have certain
things that are pertinent. The first thing to do when going into
an area where there is a new school is to get a survey of student

interest. This can be done by getting high school teachers to
find out what interests the students have. For post high school
programs, in the area vocational schools, get people in the com-
munity from business and industry to help take a poll or survey
to find out what interests people have as it relates to vocational

progrems.

Secondly, what kind of people need training? Some of this
kind of information may come from student interest information.
Look at the community and find out what jobs are available and
the kind of people to be served. This information can be used
for either an out of school program or a high school program.
Based on these two things, then I think we have some basis for
planning programs.

What kind of programs are needed in this school? In Kentucky

in order to have an area vocational school there must beat least
six different programs. The kind of program you want can be
determined on the basis of the number of students, the students'
interest, what business and industry thinks, and how many
workers are needed. The number of programs needed can be
determined on this basis. One must decide what is most appro-
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priate. Be careful and do not add just any program. In Kentucky

there are five or six programs that are normally available in the

vocational schools. In some instances there are certain pro-

grams which are not needed but available and others are needed

and not available. So do not just add any program. If it is
needed, plan it. If it is not needed, leave it off.

Now in Kentucky these things are done. There is a program

development and planning section in our state organization. This

is made up of division directors. We have a director in charge

of each vocational service. We have a director in agricOlture,

a director in hom ?. economics, a director in health occupations,

etc. One or more division directors will go to a local area and

sit down with local people to plan. Representatives from the

different schools are selected. A principal from a high school,

a school superintendent, a guidance counselor, and the area

vocational school superintenoent or director will form a planning

committee. In each of these fifteen regions there is an area

coordinator and that person is involved. Likely a school board

member will be involved. One or more local teachers, a state
representative (a person elected by the people who will have
some impact on whether or not programs can be initiated or can
be supported on a state level) and usually someone represents

the labor union. This group makes up a planning committee that

works with one or more state directors.

After the surveys of job opportunities, student interests, etc.,

this information and other available information are used as a
basis to make a laundry list of the programs that could be of-

fered. Then the committee attempts to determine, if possible,

alternatives.

The next step is to look at restraints. In every state there

are certain things that keep good vocational programs from being

implemented. In fact, in every school system there are restraints

and usually the first one is money. You remember we talked

about that today. The need for money if programs are developed

and carried out.

Facilitiesare the available facilities suitable to support the
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programs which are needed? Then for a new school, think through
and build the kind of facility needed. Generally this is not done.

Personneldo you have competent personnel available? If not

where can these people be found. There are dozens of other
things that will keep you from doing all the things that should

be done. These should be considered too.

Then the local school superintendent of the area school eval-

uates the committee's recommendations and decides what pro-
grams to implement. In most instances the superintendent wants
the programs that this committee suggests. If the money is
available, if the personnel can be secured, and if facilities are
adequate, the programs are implemented. This planning com-
mittee and especially the directors ask the superintendent what
kind of program he and the local people want, how many they

want, and where they will start?

After programs are selected the next step is to develop the
curriculum and curriculum materials. I tried to point out at one
o'clock today that you were to get equally involved and know
what to do as to the kind of curriculum or experiences the stu-
dents need relative to a particular program. So be careful, watch
your step. Don't add experiences that will not be helpful. If
possible, build into a curriculum things that you can see a stu-
dent needs in order to come out with the competencies he needs
to fill the positions that are available in the world of work. You
know this is not easy. Certain kinds of people are needed today
and in sixteen months, or 24 months from now, things may change
and people with a little different background are needed. Attempt
to build in the program, as much as you can, the kind of experi-

ences you think they will need when they are employed. Deter-

mine how much time is available for a program. Now do not con-
struct a curriculum that will require 36 months to finish when
there are only 20 months available. Decide how much time you
have, how much time can be devoted to different areas or seg-
ments of the curriculum and attempt to build this in the program.

Again, this is not easy to do.

The people who should be involved are teachers, regional
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superintendents, coordinators, state directors, program planning
development and implementation groups and instructional mate-
rials specialists. In fact, a key person is the materials special-
ist because they have much to do with the kind of experiences
students will have an opportunity to have. Instructional mate-
rials are developed for them in determining the experiences they
n ake available to students.

What I know more about than any other area is how we in the
Instructional Materials Lab work with other people in deciding on
the kind of instructional materials needed for a vocational pro-
gram. First of all, involve people who are to implement the pro-
gram. Do we coordinate all of our instructional materials devel-
opment with everybody in the state? And the answer is we do
not do this all the time.

If more than one person in this state develops curriculum
materials then they should get together and coordinate their
work. A person on the state level should coordinate this work
so that everyone involved will be working to.gether. That in-
cludes all the groups that I have named.

In Kentucky there is a person who is in charge of all the sup-
porting services in the state. This person works with teacher
education, with the .RCU and with curriculum development. If
someone in teacher education is developing materials, then the
personnel in the IML knows about it through this person. In tact,
som?one from the IM! would likely help and when the material is
finished, if they choose, it is disseminated through the Instruc-
tional Materials Lab. People in Kentucky are beginning to realize
that if they want materials, it can be secured through the Instruc-
tional Materials Lab. These people must be willing to help one
another, they must have the same objectives. When I say this I

do not mean specific objectives, but I mean basically they must
be working toward the same end. They should be concerned
about programs in vocational education, and be interested in
making materials available. There is a real need for cooperating.
In Kentucky there is more work than everyone can do. When
someone develops materials other interested people should know
about it so they will not duplicate this effort.
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What is the responsibility of each of these groups of people

that I have designated as leaders? The State Directors work

with the specialists in the Instructional Materials Lab. They

call meetings or workshops involving the teachers. When mate-

rials are developed local teachers should be involved. The State

Directors have the responsibility of calling the meetings. They

have to administer programs on a state level. They have the

authority to authorize travel and arrange for teachers to be away

from their schools. The reason they have the right to do this is

the area vocational schools are state controlled. The fact that

vocational schools are state controlled may present some prob-

lems in other areas but it is good from this standpoint.

If we want to develop instructional materials in welding, the
state director gets all the welding teachers together. Not long

ago we had eighty welding teachers at a workshop relating to

instructional materials. The director encouraged all the teachers

to attend. In fact, he wrote the letters to inform teachers that

the specialist from the IML was holding the workshop. He en-

couraged them to attend. In some areas all the teachers cannot

attend the meeting. When this is the case, a representative
group is selected.

The other responsibility the State Directors have is to attend

the meetings. State Directors should attend the meetings for

two or three reasons. One is tu show they are interested. If
people on a state level are interested in program development,

it seems to have some influence on local teachers. If they are

interested in instructional materials development then the teach-

ers feel that this is important so they are willing to help. After

state directors have done these things, instructional materials

specialists should assume the leadership role in developing or

organizing the workshop. They have the expertise in materials

development, therefore, they should organize and conduct the

worksbnp, When an explanation is made relating to course con-

struction, an attempt is made to motivate the group of teachers.

They do not assume this responsibility without some motivation.

The group determines what to include in the curriculum mterials.
When this is accomplished, teachers feel they are going to de-
velop materials to use in their program.
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What do they do during the workshop? They develop the major
and minor objectives in a general way and the IML specialist
states them in behavioral terms. The instructional materials
specialist organizes the teachers into groups and assigns areas
of work to them. After the teachers are assigned to groups, they
assume the responsibilities of developing certain parts of the
materia I.

They develop as much as they can during the workshop which
is usually one or two days long. The unfinished part of the as-
signment is taken home and by a certain time the materials are
to be sent to the IML specialist. After their materials are sub-
mitted, the specialist arranges it in the proper sequence. If four
people work in one area, the specialist takes the work of those
four people, puts it together, puts it in the right sequence and
arranges it in an accepted format. If there are certain references
and other information that was not included then he makes this
input. Generally the teachers have it reasonably complete. Once
the material is printed the specialist assumes the responsibility
of disseminating it to teachers.

There is one other responsibility the IML specialist should
assume. He attempts to explain to teachers how the material
may be used.

The teachers are happy to see their work. They are happy to
know the material is ready for use and they are delighted to get
some instruction on how to use it in their programs.

Local teachers contributed by helping to determine what to
include in the curriculum and then how to put materials together

to be used as units, course outlines, course of study, teacher
guides, and the like. They develop a major part of the course
content. They do this by using their owa experience, in fact,
this is an important part of their contribution. There are many
good teachers in Kentucky and in your state. They should be
used.

They can also make a contribution in helping evaluate mate-
rials. After they use the material, ask how they like it. How
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useful was it? What changes should be made? They should make

their evaluation as soon as possible. Once the specialist gets
this information he is in a position to start making revisions and

changing the material.

Probably the greatest single influence in curriculum develop-

ment in Kentucky, as I see it, is the Instructional Materials Lab
with the help of local teachers plus the organization and admin-

istration of the state department directors. If the personnel in
the IML had to develop materials wiihout the help of others, the
materials would not be what they should be. Teachers would not

use them as they now do. One specialist, in my opinion, cannot
develop materials in every vocational area without the help of
many other people. I think it is important to get many people
involved, and get them to see that they are a member of the team.
They are needed and in order to have a good product, they must

be a part of the group.

I think this explains how the Instructional Materials Lab in

Kentucky is operated.

I bzlieve that instructional materials development is very

important. I really believe it can be important in Tennessee and
can be coordinated so that there will not be a duplication of
efforts. It is important to inform people of what is being devel-
oped, and if it is useful it should be disseminated to people who
need it. Someone must be responsible for coordinating materials
development if duplication is avoided, and if dissemination is
successful. In Kentucky the dissemination should be the respon-
sibility of the Instructional Materials Lab. If everything needed
cannot be developed, decide what to do. In our "State Plan" for
Vocational Education we have written in the plan certain prior-

ities. I brought a copy of our State Plan and written in the plan
are priorities that are followed by the IML staff. These priorities
were set by directors, Instructional Materials specialists, teach-
ers, and others. The priorities serve as guidelines to follow.

If we are to support curriculum development in the 1ML by
either helping decide on curricula or by developing materials

then we need guidelines to follow.
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Reaction to questions

We are responsible for developing curriculum materials. The

State Department of Education is responsible. Teacher educators
in our state are charged with this responsibility. In fact, lnisi-
ness and industry furnish some materials that we make available
to teachers. Many people in Kentucky make a contribution. With

this team approach, I think we are getting useful materials devel-
oped.

I moved from teacher education a short time ago and it is a
little hard. Teacher educators have many other things to do.
When I was in teacher education, I was vitally concerned about
other responsibilijes. Teacher educators, in my opinion, play
a vital role in really deciding on curriculum, kinds of materials
that teachers need, and have an important part in getting teachers
to properly use instructional materials. Both in preservice and
inservice programs I see that they are very important people and
more and more they are being very helpful to us. In fact, just
two or three weeks ago in the area of graphic arts we had eleven
teachers who wanted to develop materials in that area. These
people did not want to come in and do this without credit. We

are not in the business of training teachers or offering credit.
However, an institution was willing to approve a course for this
purpose. Our specialist will serve as a consultant to help get
the materials developed. In addition to his help, the material
will be disseminated by the ;ht. The material will be developed
this summer and will be available by next fall. Teacher educa-
tion has not done this before. However, more of this will prob-
ably be done in the future.

This is the simplest way I know of to explain what we are
trying to do in Kentucky. Again, I would encourage you to make
sure you coordinate your work in instructional materials devel-
opment. Someone should coordinate the work so everyone will
know what is going on. Someone should also assume the respon-
sibility of disseminating the material so that all teachers will
have access to it. Someone should assume the responsibility of
helping teachers understand how to use it. Garry this is all I

have unless Caere are other questions.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A STATEWIDE CURRICULUM

IN OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

At a recent national conference of vocational educators, one

of the keynote speakers stated "You people in vocational educa-

tion have no idea how dangerously close you are to losing your
entire program to the Department of Labor," and then he went on

to list some of the reasons why. Heading the list was the state-
ment "The educational philosophy of meeting the needs of the
student and individualizing instruct;on has been given far more

'lip service' than practice. Much of the curriculum efforts in
vocational education have been devoted to the piling, lip of
courses, resulting in layers being added to layers."

Now, I choose to believe you accepted the invitation to this
conference because you wish to be involved in the process of

program development which, hopefully, will reduce the chances
of this "piling up of layers" in Tennessee.

Introduction

Curriculum development based on employment needs is the
essence of effective payroll education for the youth and adults
in today's world. The nature of change in our sodety and recent
legislation has highlighted the base line essential for solutions
to problems relative to the world of work for individuals and the

nation. Curriculum development, in the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968, has been identified as a needed force.
Requirements of the employers are essential to identifying con-

tent for occupational education.

Many of our problems in curriculum development appear to be

more in the nature of variety, scope, and sequence. As orienta-
tion and informational programs are developed at the elementary
and junior high school levels, the need for articulation between
levels And all instructional ireas will increase, and as articula-
tion between levels takes place, it will reflect the type and
structure of programs needed for the pre-vocational, secondary,
post-secondary, and adult levels.
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As vocational educators we have been in a paradoxical
situation. We have gained some laurels on our ability to apply
job, content, occupational, zone, and many other techniques of
analysis. We have often stopped short, however, in applying
what the analyses and studies revealed in planning shop, labora-
tory, related instruction, and other facilities and programs. In

too many cases, many of our curriculum decisions have been
made not after analysis, but before.

In the area of vocational and technical education, the need to
develop instructional programs for occupations which fall within
clustersin the sense that the skills and knowledges required in
one occupation relate in some way to the competencies required
in another occupation within the same clusterhas long been
recognized. For too long a period we have developed vocational
programs around almost single occupational titles. But it is
doubtful that we can afford for this kind of planning to continue.
Our economy and our whole social order makes it pretty obvious
that we can never again afford a lag of 15 to 20 years between
the manpower needs of this nation and the educational facilities
for meeting them, granted it is difficult to project manpower needs
and translate them into learning activities.

Today it is very important that occupational groups of job
titles be identified from the data gathered in occupational
studies. This first grouping must be followed by the further
selection of job titles in an occupational cluster, around which
the vocational program may be developed, within the cluster,
further analysis must be made in terms of job levels. As the
occupational titles and descriptions are examined fora job level,
the common elements around which an instructional program may
be developed are identified and grouped into required occupa-
tional learning patterns.

This is the point where we return to the statement about
articulation. Through organization of the common elements of
diverse occupations, a core of information or cluster of relation-
ships can be established.

The cluster concept as an approach to vocational education is



developing wide interest. A research project based on the clus-
ter concept is presently under way at the University of Maryland,
College Park, Md. This project recognized the dilemma and
controversy about whether vocational education should prepare
highly skilled students for specific occupations or should pro-
vide broad programs of general training for a wide variety of
occupations. The cluster concept program being developed is
aimed at a middle ground between these two points.

Two of the major objectives of the cluster program are:

1. To provide the student with greater flexibility in occupa-
tional choice patterns. This provides the student with
an opportunity to obtain skills and knowledges necessary
for job entry in several related occupations, and also an
opportunity to appraise his own interests and abilities in
relation to the several occupations in the cluster.

2. To provide the student with vocational competence that
affords him a greater degree of mobility. The opportunity
for mobility is seen as both geographic and on the job.
The skills developed are seen as being both employable
and transferable. The student who has the opportunity to
prepare in a cluster of occupations will probably be
better prepared for technological change. Changes on
the job will be expected rather than feared as in the past.

Within this program, the students are prepared to enter a
family of occupations. While there is sacrifice in depth com-
pared to specific job preparation, the students retain an element
of choice. The program also avoids the danger of closure if any
of the specific occupations within the family becomes obsolete
or eliminated through technological advance, and allows a
relatively easy adaptability as job requirements change.

Not totally unlike the Maryland Project and others which bear
relevance to the State of Tennessee, is a project in which
Commissioner Dunn has involved personnel at State and regional
levels and staff at the Research Coordinating Unit (RCU).
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The primary task of this stoup as seen by the Commissioner is

to coordinate planning fer this curriculum development project.

He asked RCU to devebp a plan, pattern, or model for curriculum

development and inshuctional materials development. Because of

some very fine work done in the state in the area of office
occupations, it is anticipated 1hat the model will be valida1ed in

this area. tAtimately, teachers from the junior high, secondary,

post-secondary, and adult levels will be involved in reviewing,
refining, and writing of instructional materials which it is con-
ceivabie may reflect the levels of competency at which students

should be able to perform in a cluster of identifiable job titles
within the office occupational classification.

Instructional programs based upon the recognition and accept-

ance of common elements within a family or cluster of occupa-

tions should lead not only to increased efficiency in the total

instructional enterprise, in terms of maximum utilization of
expensive facilities and instructor personnel, but should provide

for each worker a pattern of flexibility which should enable him

to make adjustments to the rapidly changing occupational require-

ments. Hopefully, instructional programs developed both qual-

itatively and quantitatively within the context of a sequentially
ordered curriculum will enable vocational educators to reach out

to meet and serve the needs and abilities of people, all people,

throughout their total life span. This is what curriculum planning

is all about and the Silverman technique herein described is but

one way.
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THE CURRICULUM COORDINATING UNIT FOR
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN MISSISSIPPI

There is nothing I enjoy more than talking about my job and
what it involves. I will admit, first of all, that I came here
highly disorganized; that mine will not be anything like an
organized presentation. When you pout a jigsaw puzzle out on
the table, it will appear to be a disjointed, disarrayed kind of
mess. But we who work in the Mississippi Curriculum Cimrdinat-
ing Unit for Vocational-Technical Education have attempted to
put some things together which we think have a sound theoretical
base.

Our work fits into many different kinds of theoretkal con-
structs. We are concerned with diffusion of better vocational
information. We are concerned with helping to structure better
vocational programs. We look upon curriculum development as
being an all-inclusive kind of concept as opposed to only instruc-
tional materials preparation (instructional materials preparation
being only one part of our wnrk).

In curriculum development, we are even concerned with
teacher education and the degrees held by teachers; but more
specifically with the expertise held by teachers, as opposed to
degrees held by teachers. In trying to articulate all of these
various kinds of things, our state director merged two already
on-going materials laboratories. We have had a materials
laboratory in the Agricultural Education Department since the
thirties. This was known as the Agricultural Education Subject-
Matter Service, and for you people who are agricultural educators,
you have probably seen some of the materials produced by that
agency.

In the Department of Industrial Education, they had a curricu-
lum materials laboratory and many of the documents you see on
the back table were produced by that agency. Mr. A. P. Fatherree,
our State Director of Vocational and Technical Education, about a
year and a half ago, decided that it would be wise to consolidate
these efforts. This came about because of his insights into the
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work of the Research Coordinating Unit, the problems surrounding

planning, evaluating, and coordinating teacher education with all
other aspects of the vocational education program in Mississippi.

So, without spending a tremendous amount of time on the history

and development of the CCU, I will merely say that about a year

and a half ago, these two agencies were combined and named the

Curriculum Coordinating Unit for Vocational-Technical Education.

The Curriculum Materials Laboratory in the Industrial Education

Department had been on-going about six years. The Agricultural
Education Subject-Matter Service had been on-going for about

twenty to thirty years. But they had never had more than one man

in the Agriculture section; they had about four in the Industrial

Education Curriculum Materials Laboratory.

When we consolidated, Mr. Fatherree gave us much encourage-

ment and support, financially, verbally, and otherwise, to contin-

ue. We now have, according to the table of organization (see

page 71) quite a number of positions in the CCU. I serve as the

Director. The Assistant Director is Dr. Jasper S. Lee, who also

is an agricultural education specialist with a doctorate. His

degree is from the University of Illinois, and he is the only

person on the CCU staff who has a termiml degree, in addition

to myself.

Notice on the dotted line the relationship of the RCU to the

CCU. There are two of us in the RCU; myself and Jim Shill. Dr.

Shill has a Ph. D. from Louisiana State University, so we have a

two-man RCU. We intend to keep it, as some people would say, a

small unit. We are a coordinating unit, but we do conduct some

evaluative research studies. For the most part, we prefer to use
available research money to contract for research with other de-

partments on the campus as well as some of the other institutions

of higher learning in the State of Mississippi.

Persons filling the CCU positions are called Curriculum

Coordinators. We have a Distributive Education Curriculum

Coordinator, a Cooperative Education Coordinator, a Home

Economics Coordinator, and Dr. Lee, our Assistant Director,

acting as the Curriculum Coordinator in Agricultural Education.

We have two Curriculum Coordinators in T & I, one is an elec-
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tronics specialist; the other is a building and trades specialist.
We do not have a Curriculum Coordinator in Technical Education
at this time, nor do we have a Curriculum Coordinator in0«upa-
tional Orientation. We have a young man %%Flo is currently acting
as a Research Assistant, and VW ate hoping that this position
might be filled by him when he finishes his degree at the Univer-
sity of Southern Mississippi. We do not have a person in Busi-
ness and Office Education, but we hope to add one.

Notice that we have a full-time film librarian. We have about
1800 films in the CCU film library. Our film librarian schedules
films, supervises the cleaning and repairing of these films, sorts
them, retrieves them, and manages that particular aspect of this
entire operation. This past summer we received money for pur-
chases of materials for the Cooperative Education program. We
spent some S20,000 on transparencies, making up sets of trans-
parencies which we will lend, as we do films, until we get
equipment needed for duplication of transparencies. That will
give you an idea of the magnitude of the work of the film librar-
ian. There have been approximately eight weeks, since Septem-
ber of this past year, when we have sent out and received back
more than 100 films per week.

The CCU has an editor who has English grammar expertise.
She is employed one-fourth time. We are hoping to get an
artist-illustrator, because we need this type of help.

Mr. Fatherree agreed to let us have a publications coordinator.
The publications coordinator had spent about six years in a
printing shop in Jackson. He is very knowledgeable about
printing and printing machinery, as well as duplication, binding,
mailing out, collating, and all of the other operations that go with
the production of materials. He, in all probability will become
our CCU administrative officer, since he has a B. S. Degree in
Business Administration. He is now setting up a bookkeeping
system for us, because we will have the RCU and the CCU bud-
gets as of July 1, along with three other projects which are
somewhat smaller, around S10-S16,000 each. The publications
coordinator will help with the management of these budgets.



We spent some $70,000, as I indicated before, on cooperative
materials this past summer. These materials were remved. sort-
ed, and sent out to arious schools. It was easier for the CCU
to perform this service than it would have been for the State
Staff, since we have room and part-time student help to do such
jobs. We pay minimum wage to students and we get very good
work from .hem. There are a lot of students who need this kind
of work. It is not too hard on our budget, because most of our
student help qualify under E0Awe pay 20 percent of their
hourly wage, and the Government pays the other 80 per..ent. Our

publications coordinator is also supervisor of our parl-time help.
When the students are not helping the curriculum coordinators,
they work for him. I am giving you this in detail so that you will
gel some idea of the manner in which we work. To conduct our
daily routine, we have an office manager, and at least two
secretaries now, and possibly another one to be added. We have
about six students working part-time in the CCU.

You will notice that I have not said much about the curriculum
writers. The CCU staff members are not only compilers; they are
writer-compilers, or curriculum coordinators. When I get into the
process of how we develop our materials and diffuse them, then
you will see that staff members are curriculum developers and
curriculum coordinators, as opposed to merely writers. In other
words, they go out and work with the teachers in the schools.

Do you have any ques t i ons now about the structure of the CCU
and its relation ship to the RCU? I prefer to respond to questions
as I go along, so if you have any, please hold up your hands. I

usually get by a little better that way than when I try to carry the

ball alone.

Question: The cuiriculum coordinators of various services and

functions, as I understand you to say, are collectors of materials.
Do they go out and find what is in the field and make these find-
ings available to the teachers?

Answer: As soon as I gel through with the objectives, I am

going to get into the process through which they go. Your ques-
tion will be answered as I elaborate the process. I think it is a



flexible structure or process. It is well designed and most of
these materials go through the same process. The process is one
of researching, validating, authenticating, compiling, revision,
editing, and on through diffusion.

Question: You referred to Mr. Fathenee. I notice that you
have him connected here on the chart by a dotted line. Please
explain this relationship.

Answer: From a financial standpoint, it means that for all in-
tents and purposes, the CCU is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
State Department of Education. MSU puts up approximately 25
percent of the total budget each year, and the Division of Voca-
tional and Technical Education puts up approximately 75 percent.
Some of the State Department's share of the money comes from
the federal government, as federal funds, so that the budget for
the CCU is on a 5050 matching basis. In other words, the state
puts up 50 percent and the federal government puts up 50 percent.

From an administrative standpoint, for all intents and pur-
poses, strict administration is through the University. By this I
mean that our paychecks come from the University. This arrange-
ment has been made through an agreement between MSU and the
State Division. We recommend staff members to the State Director
and receive his approval before employing anyone on the CCU
staff. We do not hire anyone without his approval. This has been
the manner by which we handle personnel, and it will continue.
Our relationship has been such that we work very closely with
the entire State staff. This is an absolute must. We at the
University are not a separate entity or agency. Vocational
education is a concept and a discipline, and it is a program
administered primarily by the State Staff throughout the state.
The ultimate responsibility for providing these ancillary services
re3ts with the State Director. One of several reasons why the
CCU is located on the MSU campus, rather than in Jackson, is
that our relationship with the State Staff is such that the State
Director does have the necessary control to guarantee quality
and efficient ancillaiy or curriculum development services trom
the CCU.



The CCU is cooperatively sponsored, funded, and administered

by the State Div:sion of Vocational-Technical Education and the
University. Our closest contact on the State Staff is the Coordi-

nator of Research, Curricula, and Teacher Training, as you saw

on the Table of Organization. He is our State Department contact.

He helps us with the budget, and about this time each year,
when we begin to make budget revisions, he helps us tremendous-

ly in getting administiative approval for changes.

About five and a half years ago the RCU was made a part of
the State Staff, and about two years ago the CCU, even though

each is housed on a separate plot of ground. They are working
for the same purpose, and that is to improve vocational education

in the State of Mississippi. I may stand here and tell you this,
but you will have to come see it in action to really realize the
close relationship that we have.

The CCU has service, research and teaching responsibilities
which are met through performance of the following major func-
tions. I choose to call these functions, as opposed to objectives.
We are trying to establish and coordinate a leadership structure
for determining priorities in curriculum development.

The idea of establishing priorities is not something that we

can do sitting in the CCU offices. Nor do I think that the State
Staff can do this totally by sitting by themselves. This is not an
individual matter. We have, for each of the curriculum coordina-
tors, a comittee that serves as an advisory committee to them.
This advisory committee is composed of teachers and educators,

as well as business men and the other kinds of people, such as

industrialists. For example, in Home Economics we have a per-
son on the Advisory Committee from Holiday Inn in Memphis, and
a person from the Mississippi Restaurant Owners Association.
Our Distributive Education coordinator has a very similar kind
of committee, with representation from businesses, organizations,
agencies, entities, etc. Once we got into the curriculum develop-

ment process, we felt that we needed to provide leadership for
inventing solutions to curriculum problems.

Part of the work of each curriculum coordinator in his design,



or his interpretation of the discussions of this advisory committee
which frequently is reduced to writing for discussions in our
weekly CCU staff meetings. He lays it out on a piece of paper
in the form of a tentative solution. It is a design on paper as to
what he thinks ought to be. To design or systematize parts of
curriculum materials and programs, and produce the written doc-
uments that you see in the back is merely one component in the

overall curriculum development scheme. All other components,
such as overlay transparencies, slide series, and hints are
supplementary or complementary parts. So these are in total, the

component part s.

To help provide leadership for diffusion and dissemination and
demonstration of curriculum programs, we assist the State Staff to
conduct meetings. For instance, on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

and Thursday of this week, we are holding four workshops

throughout the state to disseminate these materials on Catfish

Farming. Some of you may not have seen this on the back table,

but it is the latest document published in the Agricultural Educa-

tion section in the Curriculum Coordinating Unit. It is being
taken to four different meetings throughout the state, and all of
the agriculture teachers come to these meetings. They are meet-

ing in only a one-day session this time, but these meetings ate
frequently enough with tt.z teachers that the process of diffusion
is pretty well known to all. When the materials are gone over,
and the teachers' questions are answered, there may be a need for

some follow-up meetings on these materials. It depends on the
reactions that we detect through the State Staff and people who

are in first-hand contact with the agriculture teachers. If the
State Staff sees the need for it, we then have a follow-up meeting.

This is part of the diffusion, dissemination, demonstration pro-

cess, but probably not so much demonstration as diffusion.

There is a difference between diffusion and disseminatiop.
Dissemination is merely mailing materials, or distributing them.
Diffusion is taking them out in a workshop session, ironing out
difficulties which teachers might encounter in utilization of the

materials. Teachers also had a part in the process of develop-

ment of the materials. So you can see where diffusion is en-
hanced by working with teachers in the development of materials.
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We have done evaluations of curriculum programs, but not a
lot. We are presently performing an evaluation of our occupa-
tional orientation program which we started a year ago last
September in 265 different schools. This evaluation was begun
too soon after we had spent only three months writing the mater-
ials. But we need to do much more in the evaluation of our
materials. One reason why we want to see the RCU tied closer
to the CCU is to provide communication and feedback structure
between local school curriculum practitioners and curriculum
developers in the CCU. The manner by which we do this, of
course, will be primarily through Our diffusion efforts. We have
been working and spending time with teachers getting feedback in
that regard.

We maintain intensive interaction with research and develop-
ment activities with the RCU. We are doing this primarily by
putting the RCU in the same building with the CCU and adminis-
tering it in the same manner. Any quick questions about the
functions of the CCU?

Question: Your curriculum coordinators are on the University
staff, and you teach in the University. Is that right?

Answer: Right now the CCU staff members have teaching
appointments in various departments of vocational education. For
instance, when I came to MSU in 1965, I asked for and received a
teaching appointment in the Department of Industrial Education.
Since the Department of Agricultural Education is in the College
of Agriculture instead of the College of Education, I decided that
I would prefer a teaching appointment in the Department of Indus-
trial Education in the College of Education. I have many rea-
sons for that, namely, I have been associated with departments
of agricultural education in both colleges of education and in
Education. That opens up a whole argument that we could spend
days on. There are a number of reasons why I feel that way.

im Shill and Jack Lee, the Co-Director of the RCU and
the Assistant Director of the CCU, have teaching appointments
in the Department of Agricultural Education. So we have re-
presentation in two different teacher education departments. Some
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of our other curriculum coordinators have Master's Degrees, but
they do not have teaching appointments yet. We are working on
this; we are trying to get them in a position to teach some of
the undergraduate level courses. But this is not finalized
yet. We are hoping to get started on this in the near future. Are
there other questions?

Question: What part of your time is devoted to teaching?

Answer: From the standpoint of my salary, none. But I teach
one course per year, free. That is what we call research sub-
sidizing teaching. That's another story.

I feel that I need to teach some because I will become exceed-
ingly stale if I don't have direct contact with some teachers now
and then. I would like to teach one course each semester, but
such has not been possible. I get a tremendous amount of feed-
back whe;i I do teach and this helps me articulate some of the
problems and gives me an insight into some of the problems that
teachers face. It is an absolute must that researchers and
curriculum coordinating unit people get out and maintain first-
hand contact with people in local school systems. As you can
see, I am local-school-system oriented. I can tell you later
about an evaluation program for local programs of vocational
education that we worked on. The Social Science Research
Center is community-sociology-oriented, with their focus directly
on the community. After all, these are the people who do the job.
We in the CCU and RCU are the supporting kinds of people.

Staff development is a very strong drive of ours. Right now
one of the people in the CCU is on sabbatical leave at the
University of California at Los Angeles working on a doctorate,
and we have established a sort of precedent there. This is the
first time we have had a staff member to get sabbatical leave.
So we are working out a number of administrative poHcies and
entanglements that I think are going to improve the staff develop-
ment picture later on. I have a number of other people who want
to study for .advanced degrees. We had one young man on our
staff who is now at the Center at Ohio State Uffiversity. He is
not on sabbatical leave, because he had not accumulated six
years of work at Mississippi State University; he had only been
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there about three years. He is on leave without pay.

This document, which is about three or four years old, is

called "The Role of a Curriculum Laboratory in Support of Voca-

tional-Technical Education." It was written by one of our coordi-

nators of the curriculum laboratory in the Department of Industrial

Education at Mississippi State. The paper has a little about the

role of communications and some of the objectives that contribute

to this role. He iterates and reiterates the idea o f communication

with industry; maintaining a close tie with businesses, industries,

people who work in agriculture,, and people who have first-hand

experience and knowledge about industries and business. This is

not easy, but it is an absolute must. We as educators talk

among ourselves. We as vocational educators, particularly, sit

and talk among ourselves. We simply need the experiences
that people in industry have gathered and gained on a first-hand

basis with their problems. We feel that this communication needs

to be strengthened and maintained and worked on at all times.

To deviate just a little from some of the things that are in

this paper, there is some mention of units of training. For

instance, you will notice that much of our agricultural materials

have been resource units. Also notice that most of our instruc-
tional materials in industrial education, or T & 1, have been

primarily teachers guides, job sheets, basic plans, etc. So we

have a slightly different approach for each of the disciplines or
sub-disciplines of vocational education that we are working on.

I am not sure whether everything is laid out in this paper the
way we originally planned it.

The first step is to try to establish the priorities. Once we

get a priority established, such as the need for a teachers guide

in distributive education, or a coordinators handbook, the curri-

culum coordinator comes back to his office and begins searching
and researching. He searches literature; he writes to other curri-
culum coordinating units, or other curriculum development labora-

tories, or instructional materials laboratories, of which he has

knowledge. He does everything he can to compile and bring

together the written documents. It is an educational process on

his part. The method by which our pebple do this is very good.
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They know personally, people who are working on certain kinds
of things and they can write to them and get first-hand informa-
tion. You can see what 1:ind of knowledge this requires. This
requires that the curriculLm coordinator on our staff be aware of
things that are in the developmental stage. This is why I en-
courage the people to go to AVA, AVIM, AVERA meetings and to
visit labs in other states; talk it up, in other words. He must
stay aware. If he doesn't, then he is nW going to be able to
research and compile this material very adequately.

About the time priorities are established using his advisory
committee, he normally will either use the advisory committee
or will establish separately an ad hoc committee of teachers who
will assist him in taking the materials that he is compiling and
establish a format. This format is usually in outline form, if it is
to be a written document. He does this in outline form as detail-
ed as possible. For any of you people who have written a docu-
ment, outlining it is the most difficult step in the process. When
you get it outlined, you can shift it back and forth, but you have
to get something down on paper. It is a roadmap. It is a model,
because you are trying to include all things that you think should
be in there. The ad hoc committee of teachers then are brought
together. This ad hoc committee is pulled together to assist in
developing this format. They pass judgment on it. Usually the
rough draft of an outline is mailed out to them in a week or two,
before they come together to convene at the CCU offices and sit
down to discuss it in detail. After they have discussed it and
suggested the changes they feel necessary, the curriculum
coordinator takes the material and their suggestions and begins
'Writing as they have indicated that he should.

One of the things that we are building in that particular step
of the process is receptivity to the material on the part of the
teachers. We can write and print it up without help or outside
judgment, but there is too much of that kind of thing going on now,
and we choose not to do that. We choose to build receptivity or
acceptance. In actuality, these numbers of heads working
together make the documents a lot better than if only one man did
all the thinking and all of the writing and all of the compiling,
and then going out and disseminating and saying, "Here it is."
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We try to get all of the components in proper perspective and
relationship, but the parts have to be inserted at the right place.

Once we get a rough draft copy of the format, we usuaHy
mimeograph a few copies. Then we invite the technical experts
from industries and businesses. This may be either an F:d hoc
committee, or it can be composed of some of the members who
served on the advisory committee who helped establish the
priorities. We invite people from all over; they are eager to
help. We ask the technical-level people to come in and help us
authenticate the materials that we have and help eliminate errors.
These people help uS by suggesting where changes can be made.
Where errors are made, they simply must be eHminated. They
help us to update subject matter, and this is something important,
especially in fields such as electronics, or other rapidly chang-
ing fields.

After we get the technical-level work performed, we then
develop a rough draft of the document and take it out to the
teachers and ask them to try it out for a year. This is the
ideal. Once we get the try-out performed, if the document requires
the revisions that are normally required, we bring it back and
revise the whole thing and reprint it in sufficient quantity to
give a copy to each of the teachers in the state and to people on
the State Staff. If it is disseminated outside the state, we
normaHy charge a fee. It is only a fee that will cover the mailing
and production costs. I will get into that particular kind of rela-
tionship with other states in just a few minutes.

So, you can see where development and diffusion of materials
faH into place. In other words, these CCU staff members are
speciahsts, not only in compiling, but also in the overaH area of
diffusion.

I guess that is the process for this document. There are a
couple of other things that I would like to mention. Then I

would prefer that you begin thinking of some questions that you
can ask.

The first thing that I want to mention is that we in the CCU
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would like to participate in a cooperative, reciprocal arrangement
with similar professional materials development agencies in
other states. We do have an arrangement already in agriculture
in the Southern Region, with individuals preparing subject matter
materials in agriculture in the Southern Region. This document
lists all of the people in the Southern Region who are presently
in the business of preparing agricultural materials. We do not
have this kind of listing in T & I, but I think we should have. I

suspect that fexas is doing more in D. E. than any other state I

know of, in the development of curriculum materials.

Another thing I want to mention is that we do not develop any-
thing in the CCU that we can get elsewhere and adapt for our use
in the state. Either we buy it in bulk numbers to disseminate, or
we buy it with special permission to adapt and adopt and send it
out to teachers in the state. We do not go through the long
creative process of originating and generating a special document
if we can purchase it elsewhere. Cost is a factor also to be con-
sidered here.

Instructional materials should be developed by personnel who
have the same level of professional expertise, education, etc.,
as teacher educators and research personnel. The curriculum
coordinators should have a minimum of three years of teaching
experience in high school or in technical education. We are not
after persons who are, you might say, not in the habit of doing a
lot of desk work and writing. We must havethe kinds of experience
that classroom teaching affords. We cannot do without it. We
don't hire anyone who doesn't have classroom teaching exper-
ience. Instructional materiak personnel need professional ap-
pointments in the appropriate departments. We are working on
this.

I mentioned the use of advisory committees to set priorities to
aid in the publication format and style; to aid in authentication,
and the utilization of other kinds of people for authentication and
verification, and validation of subject-matter content. We need
to provide a greater variety of supplementary .materiak to ac-
company a given publication. In other words, things like films,
transparencies, etc.
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I will give you an indication of what our publications coordina-
1 tor did when he first came. We have an AM 1250 Multili th press.

This press is somewhat limited, but it does a pretty good job, if
you know how to use it. He ordered a small amount of attach-
ments for the press, and we now can mass produce transparencies

for diffusion to all our teachers.

We have been compiling quite a sizable library; this takes
money. The reference library is quite extensive now, and we
are adding to it every day. We choose to get things in the
reference library that are not found in the main library on

-----c-ampus:The-University -Libraiy also i-s another advantage of
having the CCU and the RCU located on the State University
campus.

On the back side of this report, (showed six-months CCU
report) is a financial report. There was a total amount spent
of about $62,000. The State Division put in about $52,000 of
that, and Mississippi State University, $10,000. So you can see,
relatively speaking, about the size of the finances on a six-
months basis. Our budget this year was $147,000. We need to

staff all of the positions shown on the organizations chart. We

are always looking for just the right people to fill these positions.

Mr. Fatherree has agreed tc give us all of the lapsed salary
money to buy equipment this year. So we are extending our
capabilities; we are extending our office work; we are also
buying some film-cleaning equipment. These are the kinds of
things we are focusing upon. We expect a lot more staff develop-
ment. As long as we are serving the Vocational-Technical Pro-
gram of the state, I think we are in a very good situation. We

have received tremendous cooperation from the teachers and the

State Staff. I would like to answer any questions that you might

have.

Question: Is this program, as I understand, centered only on

local needs and statewide needs? In other words, is there any
particular need for curriculum development on a national level?
Is there any advantage to assign anyone to work on that kind of
thing?
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Answer: Yes. We need about six regional curriculum develop-

ment units in the U. S. These would prevent overlap and duplica-
tion of effort. They could provide the kinds of coordinative
structure that would guarantee quality materials available to all
teachers of vocational education.
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The factors making up the total picture of curriculum develop-
ment presented here are not intended to be the answer to Ten-
nessee's problem in Curriculum Development, rather they should
be used only as a point of departure and as a stimulus for secur-
ing additional answers to our problem.

For our consideration here, total curriculum is presented in
four phases. Planning, Development, Implementation and Evalua-
tion. Each of these is a large area and no attempt is being made
to expand them in detail. Some key factors will be mentioned for
consideration.

Planning

A. ELQ__i

A long-range ultimate aim of the program of Curricu-
lum Development must be stated. In stating these
goals some measure of progress must be established
in order to answer the problems and to assure the
problems are being me; and solved.

B. Needs

Needs must be identified in order to do any work
toward meeting them. These needs may be personnel,
resource materials, budget, physical facilities,
coordination of effort, or even allotted time blocks for
available personnel and facilities. The needs encom-
pass all these areas now lacking in order to meet the
goals of Curriculum Development. Unless these needs
are identified and documented, efforts to meet them
will probably be ineffective.

C. Ob'ectives

An objective is a measurable increment toward reach-
ing a goal. The objectives must be specific with
close attention given to the results expected. They
must be realistic and fully understood by all involved.
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D. Strategies

The plan of attack becomes important at this stage.
Even when we recognize all the facets of the total
problem we will accomplish very little unless we
systematically work toward a solution.

E. Priori ties

All the work cannot, and should not, be accomplished
at one time. Good planning will give weights to the
various elements of the task. Establishing priorities
can prove to be a difficult problem because that
which is of first importance to one group might be far
down the list to another group. This again points up
the need for complete understanding of the total task,
rather than its smaller elements, by all personnel
involved.

F. Alternatives

Throughout the planning and execution of Curriculum
Development we should consider and incorporate
alternate plans for accomplishing the task at hand.
This assures us that if we fail in one approach another
is ready to be tried, thus delays and frustrations are
held to a minimum,

II. Development

A. Research

Most of us shrink from the usage cf the term research.
We like to assign this task to research specialists at
the RCU and then utilize their findings in our work.
Each of us are involved in research to some extent
Whether'we like to admit it or not. Research, as used
here, is rather simple in nature, but most important to
the total task. It may be seeking new material, com-
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piling and cataloging existing materials,oetemmung
availability of existing material and examing the cost
factor. It definitely will include the desires of the
instructors involved who will ultimately be using the
materials developed. In short, done properly, it shows
where we are and what we need to do to meet existing
needs.

B. Analysis

When vocational educators use the term analysis we
almost automatically think of Job Analysis. In curri-
culum development this is only one part of the analy-
sis to be made. There are many other factors involv-
ed. The types of programs being prepared for, the
instructors who will be using the materials developed,
the types of schools in which the programs will be
offered and the classification and availability of stu-
dents. In addition, the total program of the school
must be considered and how the vocational offerings
fit into the total objectives established for that
school's community.

C. Content (Technical)

What are we going to teach? This question is the
one that most often is not answered in specific terms.
The program-title too often suggests the broad base
that curriculum materials attempt to cover. Here
specifics must be identified and dealt with. End

goals, 'exit points, explicit job requirements all
must help determine the make up of the technical
content.

D. Performance Goals

Content of curriculum materials is greatly influenced
by performance goals. Where do we want our students
to be at any given point in the vocational instructional
program? We must determine the entrance levels, the



exit points, performance standards of the industry and
the growth potential of the job within the industry. We
must determine whether the job performance requires
single or multiple skills. The performance goals then
becme one of our measuring devices. These goals
must be realistic and attainable.

E. Instructional Aids

Should we develop excellent technical content in
adequate quantities, would it be worth much without
accompaning instructional aids? A skilled brick
mason with the needed brick and mortar would have
great difficulty building a wall without a trowel and
level. Instructional aids are also important to com-
pliment curriculum materials. The total packet of
curriculum materials not only must have the technical
content but will need reference books, technical
manuals, overhead transparencies, slides, films,
charts, mock-ups and any other aids needed to make
the presentation of new information effective.

F. Consultants and Specialists

After determination is made concerning what we are
going to develop and how we are going to do it we
ask, Who is going to do the work? In addition to
utilizing the permanent staff proposed for the work in
curriculum development avid the instructors there will
be need to use, on occation, consultants and special-
ists in the occuPational field in question. Already in
bur initial efforts in curriculum development we have
experienced the willingness of industry and labor to
cooperate with Vocational-Technicaltducation. In any
area of curriculum development these groups are ex-
cellent sources to contact for the added expertise
needed to accomplish our goals.



III. Implementation

After the plans have been made and the basic development
activities have been initiated we must put the materials
out for use and further development. Some of these activi-
ties are suggested.

A. pilot Studies and Innovative Programs

Through pilot studies and innovative programs short
comings of curriculum materials are quickly identified.
Working closely with instructors the curriculum
specialists can add to, delete, rearrange and make
curriculum materials compatable with the learners and
the industrial community.

B. Development Activity

As used here development indicates a continuing
activity. Due to the rapid changes in the various
subject areas a packet of curriculum materials can
never be considered finished or complete.

C. Research Activities

Research as related to implementation again suggests
a continuing activity. As specific needs are indicated
we must seek additional resources.

D. Diffusion Strategy

This i s perhaps one of the weakest links in curriculum
development. Usually material is handed to an
instructor, or is mailed to him, and the task is con-
sidered completed. Nothing could be farther from the
truth. Even though the teachers are involved in the
original development activities the curriculum mater-
ial needs to be carried to the various groups of
teachers by a member of the Curriculum Laboratory
staff and a conference conducted with the instructors
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on the contents and proper use of the curriculum
materials. Even this will not guarantee one hundred
percent usage, but will eliminate most of the instruc-
tors putting these new materials on the shelf without
at least giving it a trial in the shop or classroom.

E. Applicability

The instructor is the chief source of information with
which to answer this question. As his program is
visited by the Regional Supervisor and Curriculum
Specialists basic questions can be answered. Is the
material adequate for the present? Does it fit the
program objectives? Is it easy to use? Are the teach-
ing aids appropriate and helpful in presenting new
materials and procedures? Is student reaction favor-
able? The answers to these questions should give
direction for continued action in curriculum develop-
ment.

IV. Evaluation

Evaluation must be a continual process also. Listed are
some of the elements of evaluation to be considered.

A. Research Cause and Effect

The word research again - but this time finding out
what we have developed in the way of curriculum
materials. Why did we choose to develop it? What

processes were involved? What effect did it have on
our vocational education program?

B. Outcome- Product and processes

Are we satisfied with the product? Were our methods
of development effecient or should we change? Unless
we can realistically study the product and how we
produced it we are not apt to try to improve either the
product or the process.



C. Diffusion Strategies

Note whether our diffusion methods are working
effectively, putting the materials where they ought to
be, teaching those involved how to use it. Review the
level of performance goals. Review the number of
programs effected. Materiak that are not in use fail
to help the student.

D. Redirect or Reword

Basically, the materials developed may be sound, but
we may need to redirect the materials toward a
different type of program or reword the content, to
better meet existing condi:ions.

E. Hold, Terminate, Adopt

At this point in evaluation the last time items are
grouped as only one will apply. If the material is
reasonably sound at this point but the instructional
program is not ready to incorporate it into the activi-
ties we may place the packet of curriculum materials
in a "hold" status. If it fails completely to meet the
needs it can be terminated at this point, or just the
opposite if it is fulfilling a real need it should be
adopted for use in all programs of that area.

As illustrated in the print of the transparency these factors
listed are both independent and overlapping. We can begin work
at any given point in the cycle and progress logically to the next
factor. The object of the arrangement is to cleady indicate the
task of Curriculum Development is a never ending process if our
instruction is to be up-to-date and effective in producing graduates
with the knowledge and skills required to meet industrial demands.


